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Multicomponent systems are of great interest because of their rich variety of structures. 
complexities. etc. With neutrons as probe. contrast variation techniques based on HfD 
replacement can be used to modify the visibility of different components in the system. 
Moreover. the fine application of the contrast variation may lead to decompose the scattering 
signa1s into partial scattering functions. which allows us to eva1uate each component in detail. 
Especially. the cross terms can be achieved by rneans of this technique. which direct1y reflect 
the interaction of the corresponding two components. 
In this presentation. two concrete experimental results of studying rnulticornponent 
systems will be introduced: the first example is "boosting effect of arnphiphilic block 
copolymer on water/oil/surfactant microemulsions" [1]， and the other one is "inhibition of 
ca1cium phosphate deposition by fetuin-A/α2 HS-glycoprotein" [2]. In both cases， the minute 
addition of polymers/proteins induces dramatic effect on the systern. Sophisticated contrast 
variation sma11 angle neutron scattering technique wぉ appliedin order to explore the role of 
the polyrners/proteins. Our rnethod was accurate enough to identify the structures of 
multicornponent systerns， and the achieved information of cross terrns led to conclude the role 
of the polymers/proteins. 
We will present our observation in detail as well as the experimental recipe. 
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